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What influences your designs?
I love the innocence of a child, so I tend to sculpt children and childlike 
visions.
Tell us about your favorite style/ design technique.
Otherworldly? Angels, cherubs, fairies. Pumpkin man was created to 
project what a child might see.
Which artist(s) inspire your creativity?
There are many artists that touch me but the ones that stand out from the 
beginning of my sculpting journey are Anne Mitrani for her realism and 
Anna Brahms for her ability to create a magical presence. 
https:/ / cecilandco.com/
https:/ / www.facebook.com/ CecilandCo/
https:/ / www.pinterest.com/ lisacecilandco/
https:/ / www.instagram.com/ cecil_and_co/

Meet Cover Artist     
Lisa Wroblewski                               
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FEATURED ARTIST 

Amazing attention to 
detail makes Lisa's work 

stand out.
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By ILYSA GINSBURG 

Every day, I see someone asking if they 
should start an Etsy shop or dump the 
one they have because nothing is 
selling. There are pros and cons for 
selling on Etsy, reasons for selling on 
Etsy and reasons for not. Lets explore 
some of them so you can be better 
informed.

                
Etsy is very easy to set up and list 
products and you don?t need any 
special skills. It  has built  in stats too. 
You don?t need to know how to work 
with code or really any "techie" stuff. 
Just upload a banner,  follow all the 
directions and you will have a shop in 
no t ime. 
While Etsy is very easy to get started, 
opening a shop and putt ing a few 
things in it  and never doing anything 
with it  will lead to lit t le or no sales. If 
you want to sell on a regular basis you 
need to do the work on a regular basis. 
That means sharing on social media to 
engage people and make them want to 
visit your shop. However, you need to 
be different and tell people why you are 
different to set yourself apart. People 
want to know what?s in it  for them so 
you need to tell them. 
Host giveaways, have sales, give 
coupons, share whats new, these are 
just some ideas.  Be creative and you 
will see the results. Start a newsletter 
for your followers and sending them 
promos and updates when you have 
them. No matter what, consistency is 
key. You need to list often, relist 
popular items, and share everywhere!

Etsy is very easy to set up, and because of 
this tons of people start shops leading to 
some overcrowding and competit ion. 
If you have browsed Etsy, you know that 
there are a ton of shops, many of which 
sell similar items. So there is no doubt 
there is competit ion on Etsy. While Etsy 
has tons of traffic, you can?t expect them 
to all visit your shop, you need to bring 
them there.

Etsy is like renting an apartment on the 
web, you lease a shop from them and in 
return they handle most of the 
transaction and payment for the product 
sold.  This can be great for someone who 
is just start ing out or someone who 
doesn?t have the skills to build a website 
or shop. It gives you a great way to try 
things out and see what you do and don?t 
like, and to learn along the way. 
You don?t have to deal with credit card 
transactions, website issues, and 
anything that can go wrong on a website. 
Etsy handles all of that. There are, of 
course, fees for this but you also get to 
tap into Etsy?s traffic and platform and it 
takes the pressure off of you for many 
business related issues, they all get 
handled by Etsy.

You rent from Etsy, therefore you don?t 
own the space, and Etsy can remove or 
suspend you at anytime, they can also 
raise fees and change rules and 
services whenever they want. 
Owning your own space on the web is 
like owning your own home. Yes, it  
comes with the maintenance, but in the 
end it?s yours and you get to make the 
choices and decisions. However, owning 
your own website means that when you 
send people to your site they aren?t 
seeing all the competit ion that exists on 
Etsy, they aren?t being distracted by 
other things they see, it?s all about you!

Etsy is great for Search Engine 
Optimization (SEO), it?s a great way to 
gain a presence in the search engines 
so people can find your products easily. 
It?s super important to use all of the 
keywords you can that relate to your 
product. This is one of the ways you will 
be found. So you want to use terms 
that buyers will search for. There are 
free tools on the web you can use. It?s 
best to put yourself in your buyer's 
shoes and think about what you would 
search for if you were looking for your 
products. If your specialty is wedding 
jewelry, then think about how you might 
search for it . Wedding jewelry, weddings, 
bridal jewelry, feminine jewelry and so 
on. Make sure the keywords you use are 
relevant to each product, don?t spam it 
with words that are unrelated.

Pro #1

Con #1

Pro #2

Con #2

Pro #3
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Remember, you are leasing a spot on Etsy, 
so all the work you put into SEO is still 
taking them to Etsy and not to your ?home? 
on the web. You are building all of this traffic 
to Etsy instead of something you own so if 
you decide to build your own website or 
shop you will have to start from scratch to 
build the SEO.

Selling on Etsy can be an inexpensive way to 
get started. If your just gett ing started and 
want to try to sell your items it currently 
only costs .20 cents a list ing to get your item 
on the web for 4 months. There are other 
fees, and Etsy just made some increases 
and changes. However, there is always a 
cost for doing business.

        

 

Con #4Con #3

Pro #4

Pro #5

                           
Etsy can cost more than building your own 
website or shop.   It?s true list ings are only 
.20 cents each, which means you can list 
50 items for only $10.00, but there are 
quite a few other fees you will incur. (See 
Etsy for all of the fees). Owning your own  
website usually has a monthly fee instead 
of a product list ing cost. If you have 
hundreds of products, .20 cents plus 
transactions fees add up quickly on Etsy. 
Depending on what you use to set up your 
shop, the fees are usually based on a 
monthly charge to use the platform and 
credit card processing or Paypal fee 
charges. However, many shopping cart 
platforms also offer you discounts on 
shipping costs. Etsy recently started to 
even charge a percentage to the seller on 
the shipping costs. eBay has been doing 
this a while and now Etsy has jumped on 
board. Many people have abandoned ship 
because of this practice. While I don?t 
agree with it , it  is the cost of doing 
business on Etsy.         

     
You have the trust of selling on a well 
known platform that customers respect 
and feel comfortable using.

            

             

You don?t have to convince most customers 
to purchase off of Etsy. They can research it 
and see it?s a legit imate site. They can read 
feedback and get an idea if you are a 
trusted seller as well. This can help when it 
comes to closing a sale.

Customers will take you more seriously if 
you own your own shop and domain name 
that they can easily follow rather than an 
Etsy shop. If asked where they bought an 
item, most would reply I bought it  on Etsy. 
However, if they bought directly from you, 
they would be more apt to say I bought it  
from so and so. 
It will be easier to get media coverage as 
well. You will have more flexibility to 
merchandise your shop and show your 
products to the best of your ability. You will 
be building traffic and SEO to a shop you 
own. 

So, with all that said, I do believe you can have 
success anywhere you sell if you work hard at 
it . However, if you?re just gett ing started Etsy is 
a good place to try things out and see what 
customers respond to. You can also use it to 
test new products and collections and see how 
they sell. Watch your stats they will give you a 
lot of info. 
However, once you get the hang of things and 

start to see sales coming in on a regular basis it  may be t ime to branch out into opening your own 
shop on your own domain. I?m not saying close down your Etsy shop just when things are picking 
up. I?m saying start to build your shop while doing Etsy and then you can start to let customers 
know about your new shop. 
Even though we have built  a successful shop on our own domain we still maintain an Etsy shop. 
We tap into customers we may never see on our own platform and we also get SEO and traffic 
from Etsy that we don?t have on our own shop. So you always have the option of doing both.

Con #5
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   Spice Up Your  
Aut umn Col or  

Combos 
By Kira McCoy 
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It?s fall in the USA, and we are beginning to see ?pumpkin spice? everywhere. I 
think I even saw a yogurt flavor at the grocery store last week, which did not 
sound particularly appealing to me, but whatever floats your boat!  I do like a good 
spiced cider at this t ime of year though. And my local craft brewery has a couple of 
really interesting late-harvest flavors like blueberry beer and experimental flavors 
with various spices. 
If you ever need inspiration for some great color combinations, I have some 
suggestions for you. Pinterest & Instagram are MADE for sharing great 
photography, especially Instagram. So if you see a pretty picture that resonates 
with you, why not save it and use a tool (I used Photoshop) to pull out some key 
colors? Choosing colors directly from it might give you some clues about color 
harmony. Pick no more than 5 colors. Then try using those few colors to create 
something with your clay-  you already know they look good together!  
The 4 photos I used here as examples come from a royalty free website called 
Unsplash. You can go and sort photos by theme and then pick ones you really like. 
Another fantastic option to find good colors to start with is Fire Mountain Gems. 
Each season, the put together color palettes based on the design colors of the 
year. Those are chosen and produced by Pantone, which is the world leader is 
color forecasting. You can find the color trends art icles at this link: 

https:/ / www.firemountaingems.com/ jewelry-making- trends 

Find out more about value. That is the lightness or darkness (how much light/ white or dark/ black) 
is in the color. Colors that have similar values and depth will be better together than colors that all 
over the spectrum of value. For example, with these 6 colors the top three all have a similar value, or 
lightness, and the bottom three do as well. When picking a red, blue, and green color to go together 
you want to choose the top three OR the bottom three-  but not one from the top and two from the 
bottom. The values are too different to make something that looks harmonious. Practice picking 
colors and you?ll find out it?s fun!
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?Life is a combination of magic and pasta.?   
- Federico Fellini

               
I love to prowl thrift  stores looking for items I 
can use in the studio, and last week I scored 
a major find: a vintage cast iron ravioli mold 
for $3.00. These molds come in various sizes 
and shapes. Mine makes 24 ravioli that are 
each 1 1/ 4 inches square. A good size for 
beads!  So I began to experiment. I?m sure 
there are many ways to use this treasure 
with polymer clay, and I hope to discover 
more of them. My first successful 
ravioli-bead project is pretty simple. Find a 
mold and try it  yourself!

A Monthly "Recipe"  for 
Amazing Polymer Projects 
By SUZANNE IVESTER

THE POLYMER 
CHEF

RAVIOLI BEADS
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MATERIALS

INSTRUCTIONS

1/ 2 oz. each of Premo!  Sculpey® Olive, Zinc Yellow, and Turquoise polymer clay
1/ 4 oz. Premo!  Sculpey® Burnt Umber polymer clay
Cornstarch
Ravioli Mold 
Acrylic Roller
Clay blades (straight and wavy)

1. Make a Skinner-blend sheet with colors (from left to right) Turquoise, Yellow, Olive, Brown. The 
blend should be at least 4 inches wide and fairly thick. Pasta machines vary, so do a lit t le test: Stack 
up 4 pieces of clay rolled at different thicknesses to see which one will fill your mold up to the top, 
just covering the wavy cutt ing lines. That will be the thickness sett ing you want.

2. Cut out 4 cardboard squares in graduated 
sizes, with the largest just a hair bigger than 
your ravioli squares. Lay them out on the 
Skinner blend sheet as shown. Cut around 
the squares.
3. Stack the squares as shown  and dust them with cornstarch.
4. Press the stack firmly into a section of your mold as shown.  Roll across the top 
with an acrylic rod to create the wavy cutout lines.
5. Remove the ravioli from 
the mold by peeling back 

the edges with your fingers, or if necessary, angling a needle tool diagonally into 
the ?filling? from the back and pulling gently. It  may be difficult to get a good 
wavy edge pattern from the mold. If you?re not happy with the lines, just trim 
with a wavy blade. I did trim the edges of mine, shown.  Maybe you prefer a more 
geometric shape and will want to trim those wavy edges off altogether with a 
straight blade.  
 6. To make beads like the ones shown here, you?ll need to cut the raviolis with a 
very sharp blade. Cut each square at a 45-degree angle, start ing just outside the 
center line of each bead as shown in Figure 5. This will reveal the blended colors 
inside and will give you two triangular beads from each square. For the center 
bead, I trimmed off the left and right corners, also at an angle, to reveal the blended colors. I pressed a broken glass bead into the center 
with some Bake & Bond, just for a lit t le bling. You could use a stone, a crystal, or any kind of a brass charm as an embellishment. You could 
also stamp a design on the center sqare (the smallest one) with stamping ink before inserting the stack into the mold. 
7. For stringing purposes, I rolled a narrow strip of dark-colored clay around a toothpick for each bead, pressed it onto the back of the bead 
at the top, and curled the top corner of the triangular bead over the curved stringing tube. This is functional and will also keep those sharp 
bead points from poking your neck when you wear the necklace. 
8. Bake your ravioli beads at the recommended temperature for about 45 minutes. They?ll be al dente(haha).
 
Yield
I had more than enough Skinner blend to make the four ravioli in this necklace. I probably could have 
made at least three more.
Variations
You can use any colors you like, as long as there is quite a wide range of color between one edge of the 
blend and the other. I?d probably avoid red unless you want to look like you?re wearing your pasta 
dinner!  Reds would be fine, though, if you trim off the wavy edges. I don?t think the truncated pyramid 
shapes alone would suggest ravioli.
If you want to use the ravioli shapes whole, without cutt ing them into shapes, you can bake the clay 
right in the mold.

http:/ / thepolymerchef.blogspot.com
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a Special  Pr oduct  
col l ect ion f or  al l  your  
Magical  cr af t ing needs! 

Cr eat e Jewel s + Baubl es, 
f air y door s + Houses + 
f air y gar den accessor ies!

Text ur es, Sil kscr eens, 
hol ogr aphic f il ms + Fiber s, 
cabochons, met al  f oil s, 
shape cut t er s, 
r ubber  st amps + 
Mor e!

www.Diyf air y.com
Necklace & Succulent Jar by Sandra Pflug. Mushroom Door by Aoife Smyth Murphey 11



A monthly project tutorial 
featuring a wide variety of 
techniques.  My motto is "Dare to 
be Different," and I never know 
which direction my muse will take 
me in!
By CINDI MCGEE

Behind These Eyes

"Back to Nature" Autumn Necklace
Cast from a real acorn, leaf, and twig, and featuring an aged metallic effect,  this "Back to Nature" Autumn Necklace 
will be a great addition to your autumn wardrobe.
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Condit ion raw sienna clay, roll to 
about 1/ 4? thick. Place real leaf 
over clay, face up, and gently roll 
to impress texture from leaf into 
clay sheet.  Use craft knife to trim 
around leaf.  

 

  

premo!  Sculpey® -  Raw Sienna 
Amazing Mold Putty (or 2 part mold making compound of your choice) 
Makin's Professional® Ult imate Clay Extruder® -  large hole disc
Makin's Professional® ClayCore Adapters
Acorn, leaf, twig  approximately 1/ 2" in diameter 
Paintbrushes
Swellegant -  Bronze  Metal Coating
Swellegant -  Gold-Green Verdigris, Tiffany Green Rust
Swellegant -  Sealant 
Bronze eye pin, jump rings (small and large), closure
Jewelrt pliers 
Clay roller 
Craft knife 
Sculpey® Bake & Bond Adhesive 
Tile or non-stick work surface  of choice 
Suede cording 

MATERIALS:
Mix two part mold putty 
according to manufacturer 
instructions. Create molds from 
real acorn and twig.   

Place raw sienna clay into extruder, 
add ClayCore Adapter, then disc 
and extruder cap.   

 

The extruded clay will have the 
hole already in the center.  
Insert suede cording through the 
hole in the extruded clay.

Press the extruded tube into 
the twig mold.
Texture back with twig, remove 
from mold.

Gently curve twig into a slight 
?u? shape. 
 

INSTRUCTIONS:

13



Mold acorn with raw sienna 
clay, texture back with stamp, 
texture sheet or hand texture.   

Trim eye pin to about 1/ 2?, 
add 2-3 bends to pin, 
gently insert into top of 
acorn.  

  

 
Add Bake & Bond to top back of 
leaf, gently fold over the clay 
twig.   
Make small hole at t ip of leaf 
for jump ring.  
Bake according to 
manufacturer instructions. Let 
cool.  

Apply first coat of Bronze 
Swellegant metal paint.  Let 
dry, then apply second coat. 
Let dry.  
Apply third coat of Bronze 
Swellegant, while paint is still 
wet, apply Gold-Green 
Veridigris and Tiffany Green 
Rust Patina to desired areas.

The process will begin 
shortly after application of 
the patina,  but give it 
several hours to dry and let 
the color develop. (I let 
mine dry overnight) .

Once the process is complete, 
use your fingertip to apply a 
very light touch of the Bronze 
metal paint over the surface 
to  help highlight the details.

Apply Swellegant sealant. Let 
dry.  

Add small jump ring to acorn, 
then use large jump ring to 
attach to leaf.  
Add closure.   

  
www.CindiMcGeeBehindTheseEyes.blogspot.com
https:/ / www.etsy.com/ shop/ CindiMcGeeDesigns
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By SANDY HUNTRESS

 

Premo!  Sculpey® polymer clay in Peacock Pearl, 1/ 2 package 
Sculpey® Soufflé polymer clay in Pumpkin, 1/ 4 package 
Armor All 
Pasta machine 
Paisley Pattern deco disc stamp (Paisley Perfection Create Along box) 
Clay blade 
Metal slide t in (Paisley Perfection box)
1 1/ 4 inch square cutter
Hot fix cabochons (Paisley Perfection box)
Rhinestone picker tool
Etch ?n Pearl tool
Hot fix Swarovski crystals, optional
Polybonder glue
Liquid clay
Ruler

Cover a sweet little slide box with a pretty polymer paisley design. Not only does the clay decorate your tin, 
it makes it easier to operate the slide!

  MATERIALS:

PAI SLEY PI LL BOX 
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Choose two colors for your box lid. 
Condit ion 1/ 2 package, 1 oz., of the 
color to be the center diamonds and 
border. (Turquoise in the photos.)
Condit ion ¼ package, 1/ 2 oz., of 
other color. (Orange in the photos.)
Roll both colors out on the thickest 
sett ing up the pasta machine.
Spread a t iny spritz of Armor All on 
each sheet and impress with Paisley 
Pattern Deco Disc stamp.
Use a 1 1/ 4 in. square cutter to cut a 
square out of each color.  

Reroll and re-emboss clay as 
needed to make three squares of 
the center color and two squares of 
the other color. Try to apply the 
same amount of pressure for each 
impression. This will keep the clay 
pieces at an even thickness so they 
will fit  together better.

Use a sharpie marker and a ruler to 
draw a lengthwise center line on the 
lid of the metal slide t in. 

Place the three center diamonds 
with their points on the line on your 
t in. 

   

Cut the remaining two squares in half 
diagonally and use them to fill in the 
remaining spaces on your lid. 

Flip the lid over. 
Holding a clay blade 
perpendicular to the 
surface of the clay, 
cut carefully around 
the edges of your lid. 

Apply hot fix cabochons wherever you would 
like in your design. A rhinestone pick up tool 
is helpful for doing this. Just lay your 
cabochons lightly in place until you are 
certain you are happy with your spacing and 
placement. 
Once you like the way your cabochons look 
you can use the smallest in the Etch 'n Pearl 
tool set to gently press them into place. (The 
eraser end of a pencil also works well.) The 
heat from the oven when you are baking 
your clay will activate the glue on the back to 
stick the cabochons permanently in place.
You can also add other embellishments, I 
added just a few hot fix Swarovski crystals to 
the center square.

   

Bake your box lid at the manufacturer's 
recommended temperature for 20 minutes.
After baking pop the clay off of the lid and 
glue back on with Polybonder glue, making 
sure to line up the edges carefully.  

    
Roll out a sheet of clay that is at least 8 
inches long on 
the thickest 
sett ing of the 
pasta 
machine. Use 
a straight edge 
to cut a strip 
that is a lit t le 
wider than the 
combined thickness of your clay and the 
edge of the box lid. Mine is a lit t le over 1/ 4 
inch. 

Add a lit t le bit of 
liquid clay to the 
edge of your clay and 
the box lid, skipping 
the clay at the side 
of the lid that has no 
edge. 
Wrap your strip of 

clay around the three sides of the box lid 
that don?t have a lip. Be sure to line up the 
cut edge of the strip with the top edge of 
your paisley clay embellishment. 

Flip the box lid over and use a sharp clay 
blade to trim the edge of the strip flush 
with the bottom edge of the lid.

                  
Neatly trim the ends to a diagonal.  

Bake your box again at the manufacturer's 
recommended temperature for 30 minutes.
Since the border strip doesn't wrap around 
the entire box, this gives a visual cue as to 
which side of the box slides open. 
What a pretty place to stash your daily 
supplements, special trinkets or any lit t le 
thing you like!

http:/ / keepsakecrafts.net
https:/ / www.facebook.com/ KeepsakeCrafts.net

16
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By MELISSA TERLIZZI 

Autumn is my favorite t ime of year. I love the 
cooler weather, falling leaves and acorns, 
smell of woodsmoke, and preponderance of 
pumpkins at the market.  I am crazy about 
Halloween, too.  I?ll be standing by the door 
with a bowlful (and mouthful) of candy on 
October 31st, wait ing to greet the 
trick-or- treaters.  
                
I believe there are two types of Halloween 
fans:  those who love scary gory things and 
those who don?t.  I definitely fall into the 
latter camp.  I don?t watch horror movies, and 
can?t stomach ?The Walking Dead.? Give me 
adorable lit t le ghosts and jack-o- lanterns!   
            
So, for this month?s project, I?m keeping 
things cute and decidedly un-scary with this 
lit t le owl perched atop a pumpkin.  This owl is 
super easy to make because most of the 
details are created from cutters. It  looks good 
bare or with a lit t le paint slapped on? your 
choice!  Happy Halloween!

Aluminum foil
Polymer clay, orange, gray, green, burnt 
umber, white, gold, black, gray, yellow
Pasta Machine
Oval cutters, 1 and ~1 1/ 4? long)
Circle cutters 1?, 1 1/ 4?
Large ball stylus
Kemper circle cutter/ punches 1 cm, 5 mm, 2 
cm, 3/ 4?
Kemper square cutter/ punches 1/ 2?, 3/ 4?
Plastic wrap
Needle tool
Clay blade
Craft knife or scalpel
Taper and chisel t ip clay shaper tools
U or V-shaped gouges
Liquid clay
Floral wire, approx 1?
Acrylic white paint
Toothpick
Gloss glaze
Optional: paints and paintbrushes

  MATERIALS:

PU M PKI N  OWL 
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Scrunch up a small piece of aluminum foil into a t ight ball.  Condit ion the orange 
clay and roll it  out on the thickest sett ing of the pasta machine, then wrap it 
around the foil. 
Smooth out the seams with your fingers and a clay shaper tool. I used 3/ 4 of a 
package of orange and folded the sheet of clay in half before wrapping it around 
the foil

 
Use a needle tool to make indentations evenly 
around the pumpkin.  Scratch the surface lightly 
with the tool to add more texture to the 
pumpkin?s skin.  

 
 
Mix a lit t le gray clay and create a stem for the 
pumpkin.  Press it onto the top of the pumpkin.  Don?t 
make the stem very tall or thin because the owl is 
going to rest on top of it .
 

Mix a lit t le amounts of brown or gold with green clay to make a 
more natural-colored leaf green.  Create one or more t iny leaves 
for the top of the pumpkin using a craft knife to cut one out 
freehand, or using a leaf-shaped cutter.  Use the needle tool to 
draw a stem and veins on the leaf. Fold it  gently and press it near 
the top of the pumpkin. Add a t iny leaf stem, if desired. 

 
Roll out very thin snakes of green or 
light brown clay and twist them onto 
the side of the pumpkin for vines. Set 
the pumpkin aside.

Next, it?s t ime to make the owl!  Roll up 
a small piece of aluminum foil into egg shape.  Wrap a condit ioned sheet of brown clay around the ball just as 
you did for the pumpkin? use less foil and clay (about 1/ 2 package Burnt umber should do) because the owl 
needs to be smaller than the pumpkin base, so it won?t t ip over. Smooth all of the seams.  Decide where the 
front/ breast of the owl will be, and then cover it  with piece of white clay that was rolled out on a medium 
sett ing (#4) and cut with a 1 1/ 4? oval cutter.

           
For the owl?s neck, roll out the brown clay 
again on the thickest sett ing of the pasta 
machine and cut out a circle using a 1 1/ 4? 
cutter.  Lay a sheet of plastic wrap over the 
clay before pressing in the cutter, so that the 
top edges of the circle will be rounded and 
not blunt.
Place the circle on the top of the owl body.  It  
will cover the top edge of the white oval.
For the owl?s face, roll out a small amount of 
gold clay on the thickest sett ing of pasta 
machine and use the 1? cutter to cut out a 

circle.  Flatten the bottom edge of the circle slightly, then press a notch into 
the bottom edge, so that the piece looks a lit t le bit like ski goggles. Place 
the clay on top of the owl?s neck.
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Use the large ball stylus to press eye sockets into the gold clay.  Then roll out a small piece of black clay using 
a thin sett ing of the pasta machine (#6).  Cut out two circles using the 1 cm circle cutter/ punch.  Place  the 
circles in the eye sockets.  These will represent the dark feathers that surround the owl?s eyes. 

 
Next, roll out a small amount of yellow clay for the eyes using a 
medium sett ing of the pasta machine (#3). You want the eyes to 
be bright and stand out, so use a vivid yellow.  (I mixed a pinch 
of fluorescent yellow with my Cadmium yellow to make it 
brighter.) After covering the clay with plastic wrap, cut out two 
eyes using the 5mm circle cutter. Cut 2 black circles out of a very 
thin piece of black clay using an even smaller cutter.  Place a 
black circle on the center of each eye, and then press the eyes

 into the sockets.

 
For the feather ?horns? at the top of 
the owl?s head, roll out a sheet of 
black clay on a medium sett ing (#4). 
Use a 3/ 4? square cutter to cut out a 
black square.  Cut out a gray square 
the same thickness with a 1/ 2? 
cutter.  Place the gray square on top 
of the black one, lining them up at 
one corner.  
 
Use a circle cutter to cut off one 
corner of the square. Stretch the two sides out to lengthen them. Lay this piece on top of the owl?s 
head, placing the center point between the eyes, and curving the side edges up like ears.

 
 

 

Mix a darker gray color, and roll out a beak with your fingers.  Press into place on the owl.

Roll out the white clay again on a medium thin sett ing (#5) to create 
eyelids for the eyes.  Cut out a circle with a small cutter (1 cm) and cut 
it  in half.  Then trim each half a bit smaller? however much you need 
to cut away, so that the lid fits over the eye without covering it!
 
Roll out a very small snake of clay and bend it in half.  Place it on the 
head like a ?mustache? over the beak between the eyes.  Line the top 
eyelids with a t iny snake of black clay. Trim at the outer edge of each 
eye.
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For the owl?s wings, you can continue to use the burnt umber clay, 
or mix it  with gold clay to create some variation.  Roll out a thick 
sheet of clay (#2), then use a small oval cutter (1?) to cut out 2 oval 
wings.  Roll the scraps out again on a thinner (#4) sett ing, and cut 
out two circles (3/ 4?.) Cut the circles roughly in half. Place one on 
top of each wing. 

             
Use a U or V-shaped gouge to add ?feathers? to the top part of 
each wing, pressing the tool into the clay in a staggered ?fish 
scale? pattern.  Then use a needle tool to draw long feathers on              
the lower part of the wing. Press the needle tool into the edge to create notches. 
Set the wings aside while you add details to the rest of the owl.
 

       
Add feather lines to the owl?s face with a needle tool, drawing lines around the eyes and neck, and over the top of the head.  Continue with 
the back and sides, carving lines using a chisel- t ip clay shaper.  
 

 

Use the same clay shaper tool to drag the edges of the white breast clay down onto the brown clay. Press a U or V-shaped gouge in a fish 
scale pattern onto the breast.
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Press a wing to each side of the owl.  Set owl aside, and 
start the feet.  

Mix a pea-sized amount of gray clay.  Divide the clay in 
half and begin shaping:  form each piece into something 
that resembles a bicycle seat? flared on one end and 
round and narrow on the other.  Make 3 cuts into the 
wider end of the foot and separate the sections slightly to 
create toes.

 

Press the feet on the sides of the pumpkin stem.  Then press a piece of florist wire 
down through the stem and into the pumpkin.

Add a drop of liquid clay to the top of the pumpkin stem, then press the owl down 
onto the wire and flat against the stem. 

Now that the owl is attached to the pumpkin, create a tail. Roll out the brown clay 
on a thick sett ing (#1 or 2) and cut out an oval using the 1 1/ 4? oval cutter.  Cut a 
small bit off the top of the oval, and a larger slice off the bottom.  The middle 
section will be the tail. Draw lines down the length of the piece with a needle tool, 
then press notches into the bottom to create a scalloped edge. 

 

 

Attach the tail to the owl, smoothing the edges together with a 
clay shaper tool.
 
Make sure all the elements are firmly attached and then bake 
the owl pumpkin at 275 degrees Fahrenheit for 45 minutes.  
 
After the owl has cooled, add a white dot of paint to the corner of 
each eye using a toothpick.  Paint the eyes with a coat of gloss 
glaze. 
 

 
If desired, paint addit ional details onto the owl and pumpkin. Or, enjoy just like this!

https:/ / www.facebook.com/ Mlterlizzi.art/  
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I love finding new ways and mediums 
to work with polymer clay. A couple of 
years ago while searching  the web 
for materials, I discovered for the first 
t ime Brusho watercolors. I was 
surprised by the intense colors, the 
way they explode and spread around 
and my first thought was to 
immediately buy some colors and 
experiment. But since Brusho is 
actually watercolor pigment I was not 
sure how it would behave on polymer 
clay. I decided to put it  at the bottom 
of my wish list and maybe some 
day?  you know!  From time to t ime I 
watched videos about Brusho use on 
paper, I always felt I had to try it  and 
see what happens. So, when I found a 
good offer I ordered a 12 colors pack. 
Let?s say a few words about Brusho. 
It is a coarse powder pigment which 
comes in a plastic bott le and offers a 
range of 32 colors, among them black 
and white, which is something you 
will not find in all watercolor 
pigments. You have to open a lit t le 
hole at the center of the lid to be able 
to sprinkle the powder. Then with a 
spray bott le you spray over the 
sprinkled powder and in seconds the 
color is there, vivid, rich and beautiful. 
A very t iny quantity is more than 
enough to produce beautiful effects. 

By KLIO TSALIKI

In the Magic World of Colors

Brusho is produced in the UK, so if you are 
in Europe it will be cheaper for you and 
quickly delivered. If you live in USA, you can 
also buy Colorburst, they are more or less 
the same thing. Both brands are available 
worldwide, so you can buy whatever you 
like. 

Here is a first try on a paper card.  The 
card with the sprinkled color powder is 
the same card after spraying it with 
water.  

There are many videos on the web and 
you can see exactly how it works and 
the way the color is spread all over and 
several techniques on paper.
When you get in your hands your first 
Brusho pigments you realize that all 
greens are yellow pigments, and 
generally speaking the colors in the 
bott les are not what you are expecting. 
Do not get disappointed, wait for the 
first water spray and you will be 
amazed!
Use of watercolors on polymer clay is 
rather difficult. Part of the difficulty is 
that Polymer clay does not behave like 
paper which absorbs the water quickly. 
But on polymer clay water needs t ime 
to dry and during this t ime some 
undesired blending may occur.
When used on paper Brusho can be 
dried with a heat gun, to avoid the 
undesired blending and speed up the 
process, but this is not possible when it 
is used on polymer clay as the heating 
will semi-bake the clay with all the well 
known results. Though, you can use 
your hair dryer if it  has the "COOL" 
option, be sure cool air is coming out, to 
dry the excess of water on your clay.  
Be careful, as air is blown out of the 
hair dryer tends to make lit t le streams 
of color, thus producing undesired 
blending some times 
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TIP: Your best friend when working with Brusho on polymer clay is PATIENCE! ! !  
Since this technique involves watercolor you need to be patient and wait for it to 
totally dry. Don?t try to wipe the excess; you will wipe out the color.  Just let it alone 
to dry. 
Each time you spray water over the already dried surface, new patterns will be 
created, new blending will be born and the final result will change.

You can use Brusho in many ways, I will show you a couple of them here. 
You can sprinkle several colors and spray water on them, and then with a paintbrush spread the 
colors more, mix and blend them etc. This way is a bit risky, because spraying water is not so much 
controllable, but gives unexpected and beautiful results. If you can get a bott le which sprays a very 
controlled quantity of water, you will be surprised of the effects produced. This kind of bott les is 
usually used for perfumes, so don?t throw them away when empty.  To do it just sprinkle some color 
on the clay, then spray the water and wait to dry. You can apply several layers of color, each layer 
will change the look of your sheet, play and experiment to find out how.

For more interesting clay sheets you can add some 
white drops, if you don?t have white Brusho try some 
white water color, acrylic, play with the several colors 
and see what you like better.

If you are a shine lover, spray over the dry sheet a bit of golden mica powder and let dry again.

 

You can cut out shapes to make jewelry or craft pieces using your cookie cutters. Keep in mind that since 
Brusho is actually watercolor it  will react like what it  is. Needs to be sealed either with varnish, liquid 
polymer clay or resin to secure colors will stay stable and will not leak.
NOTE: Although Brusho is water color it  is very strong and tends to stain your hands, so it is better to wear 
gloves because it is very persistent and will need days to get off your hands.Remember that all this color 
application is superficial and the clay is actually white under the color layer. If you want to avoid the white 
edges, dissolve a very t iny amount of color and paint them. You can do the same at the back side to get a 
better look. (photo 8) I like to make my jewelry double sided, either with a simpler back side or a similar to 
the front side one.
Having in hands my Create Along Box of the month, I tried some textured clay pieces, to see what happens 
when painted with Brusho colors. Painting? . Well it  is rather a random application of color than painting, 
but let us see what one can make using textured clay.  

I stamped deeply a t ile of white polymer clay using the paisley 
stamp I found in the Create Along box.  
When working with this kind of colors it  is better to remove all the 
excess clay of the working surface, as it  will be more or less 
affected with the powder which is sprinkled around. 
Then selected the colors I would like to use. I decided to paint it  in 
warm fall colors.
So I sprinkled some brilliant red and yellow, lemon and a bit of leaf green. You can see in the 
photo that the only colors you can see are the red at the left top corner and the rest is all yellow. It seems so, but 
wait for me to spray it with water. Here is the sprayed t ile, a piece full of vivid, rich, crispy color!   I think textured clay 

works better than the plain one. This happens because having lower parts in the imprinted area the 
excess water has a way to get out of the surface and leave the pattern free to show up. This feature helps 
also to avoid too much blending between colors and so each color has some space to show its beauty.
If you want to have a more controlled sprinkle of color or water, use a card or a plastic sheet to protect the 

rest of the clay. 
As you proceed to add more colors, move the protective piece 
to cover the part of clay you want to protect.
This kind of painting is more or less random and you can?t 
avoid totally blending of colors. But you can add the colors in 
an order which will not produce ugly colors. Except you want to 
have some brown color in your work, avoid to sprinkle green 
next to orange.  It  is better to sprinkle lemon yellow next to 
yellow and then some orange. If you want some green in your 
project, add it next to yellow or next to blue.
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This is the first water spray on this project.   
This is the final spraying. 
You can see how colors 
found their way to the 
?channels? of the pattern 
and how the colors are 
kept separated without too 
much blending.
As I mentioned above, each 
t ime you spray on the clay, 
you will get a different look 
as the color is there, in 
small grains which get 
dissolved with the water.

This is the final spraying. You can see how colors found their way to the 
?channels? of the pattern and how the colors are kept separated without 
too much blending. 

As I mentioned above, each t ime you spray on the clay, you will get a different look as the 
color is there, in small grains which get dissolved with the water.
I also have noticed that the denser patterns hold better the details, like the small paisley 
t ile. 
I found that when the Brusho color 
is totally dry you can play a bit 
with alcohol, and make these 
bubbles we all like so much!  Put 
some pure alcohol in a small glass 
and with your fine paintbrush get 
some and touch the painted 
surface. You will see the alcohols 
spreading around and making 
?bubbles?. 
If you are planning to just cut out 
shapes, you can cut them out of 

the sheet and use your heat gun to dry the excess of water. Be careful, 
semi-baked clay breaks easily, just place them on the tray or t ile you are using to 
bake them and dry with the heat gun. Don?t remove them, bake and let the pieces 
cool down normally. No baking instructions are given because there is no special 
treatment, just bake as usually. After baking, seal either with varnish, liquid clay or 
resin.
Here are the finished pieces I made for this tutorial.
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I made also some beads, once again by cutt ing shapes and making puffy round or oval beads. I preferred not to handle the cut out shapes 
too much because we must always remember that water makes clay a bit st iff and easy to break, so it is better to treat it  carefully.

You can also use a stencil to get some more effects with these beautiful 
colors.Keep in mind that water may leak under the stencil; be very careful with the 
quantity you spray.
These beads are made using a stencil and a very t iny quantity of color. The 
pattern is obvious on the beads, although it is not very clear.
All pieces were sealed with liquid clay and cured after baking. 

 
 
I absolutely love the effect on the donut beads.  When the Brusho sprayed sheet was 
totally dry I made the donut beads. Then applied the liquid clay to secure the color and 
cured them.  On the liquid clay sealed surface of the donut beads I sprayed a couple of 
t imes some golden mica powder. Let it  dry and then sealed again with liquid clay. This 
trick keeps the colors (Brusho and mica powder) separate and all the effect in place. 
Apply very thin layer of liquid clay with soft brushings, just a bit to keep the two color 
layers separate.
Enjoy and have fun! ! !

https:/ / www.facebook.com/ klio.tsaliki  https:/ / www.etsy.com/ shop/ 1000and1

https:/ / www.etsy.com/ shop/ 1000and1https:/ / www.etsy.com/ shop/ 1000and1
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Fall  and  colorful  leaves  are  gorgeous.    Spring  and  young  green  leaves  are  beautiful.        
Leaves  can  be  so  different  and  can  be  used  in  so  many  projects,  so  I  suggest  
we  make  some  stamps ourselves.   

By PANARILI

I  love  working  with  Premo!  Sculpey®  and  I  have  got  some  colors  that  I  was  putt ing  aside  as  
I  did  not  know  what  to  use  them  for  and  now  the  t ime  came!     Fluorescent  will  be  just  
great .  You  will  never  lose  your  stamps  and  all  the  fantastic  features  Premo!  has  are  a  huge  
benefit!   

Premo!  Sculpey®  clay -  any colors
Drop  cutters    
Rigid  blade  
Wavy  blade  
Needle    
Acrylic  tile working  surface  
Oven  

LEAF STAM PS

MATERIALS:
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Condit ion  the  clay.  Make  a  ball.  Press  it   with  an  acrylic  t ile,  until the  ball  is  flattened  t ill  about  5 -  7  mm  wide.  Prepare  the  
cutters  and  the  blades.     

   

There  are  several  ways  how  you  can  make  the  stamps.  
Cut  out  some  drops  with  the  cutters.      
Fold  the  wavy  blade  (see photo)  and  cut  
out  a  leaf.  

Make  a  snake,  one  end  make  abit  wider  then  the  other.    With  the 
help  to  the  blade  press  it   on  one  side  along  the  whole  snake,  so  it   gets  the  shape  of  a  drop  
when  cut.  

Now  add  some  veins  with  a  needle  or  a  blade.    Bake  for  30  minutes  at  130C.

For  easier  manipulation  with  cut  stamps  
you  may  add  some  handles.  Just  apply  a  
drop  of  liquid  clay  on  the  uncarved  (no  
veins)  side  and  place  a  piece  of  clay.  
Punch  with  fingers  and  bake  once  again.  

Stamps  for  texturing  clay  are  ready!    

www.etsy.com/ shop/ PANARILI 
https:/ / www.facebook.com/ natalja.ivankova
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Premo!  Sculpey®  Clays: White, Black, 
Beige
Sculpey® Ball Tool
Fine t ip knife
Clay smoothing tool (silicone brush or 
metal smoother)
Needle tool
Fine t ip painting brush
Soft pastels for shading (burnt sienna, 
steel grey, sap green, black, burnt 
umber)
Tooth picks
Rounded surface (for contouring)
Jump rings, Earring hook, Pliers
Clay extruder (Makin?s Professional®)
Pasta machine (Atlas 150 used here)
Matte glaze (Varathane, water based 
used here)

By PRITESH  ANANTH KRISHNAN

 t r i pl e ow l  ear r i ngs

Either by hand or using an extruder, 
make a thin ?noodle? of white clay.

Cut 1 mm long bits from the the 
?noodle?, much like it  is done in polymer 
clay embroidery.
Press at the lower end of the ?bridge? of 
clay between the eye-sockets to create 
a nose.

Make 6 balls of white clay, roughly 5-6 
mm in diameter.

Using the Sculpey ball tool, make two 
indents in the clay ball, side by side, for 
eye-sockets.

Make the eye-socket indents in all the 
clay balls.

MATERIALS:
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Snip the end of the nose a bit to lift  the 
edge up and tuck in the small conical clay 
bit (made from the small cuts created 
from the clay noodle), to make the beak.

Flatten the snipped clay on top of the 
beak, to make it seamless.

The beak would look like this.

Repeat the process for all the 6 owl faces.

Using a fine ball tool or Needle tool or 
Tooth pick, make a small pit at the center 
of the eye-  sockets.

Using a tooth pick or needle tool, texture 
the eye sockets, in outwards radiating 
lines, mimicking feathers.
Repeat the process for the ?head? to give 
a slightly ruffled feather look.

Take a very small amount of black clay.  
Roll it  into a sphere and press it into the 
indent in the middle of the eye sockets.

Roll a t iny bit of white clay to make a 
small, thin line, about 7 mm long.
Cut it  into half and place it to make the 
owl?s ?eyebrows?.
Repeat the process for all the 6 owl 
faces

Scrape a very small amount of brown 
soft pastel (using the knife) and using a 
thin t ip painting brush, brush randomly 
over the owl face, to give a tawny look.

Shade a bit around the eyes too, to give 
a slightly sunken look.
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Take a sheet normal A4 printing paper 
and draw a random shape (base for the 
earrings) with an empty bit in between 
(representing the owls? home), as shown 
in the photo. Cut the shape out and use 
as a template to cut a sheet of black 
Premo, made using sett ing 1 in Atlas 150 
pasta machine. Flip the paper (to make a 
mirror image earring) and trace out the 
second earring.

Hand-roll a thick bit of beige clay and 
place around the central marked empty 
bit and flatten slightly with hand.
Repeat for both the earrings.

Mark 3 dots, to indicate the posit ion 
where the owl faces will be placed. Using 
those dots as markers, start placing the 
own faces on the clay, in a way that 
makes it look like they are peeking out.
Add a small bit of clay below the face, if 
needed, to show the ?body?.

The faces of the owls can be placed better 
by part- flattening the edge of the beige 
noodle.

The earrings will look like this.

Fill the area outside the beige noodle, 
with further noodles, to create the bark of 
the tree.

Using the shaping tool, make coarse 
ridges in the light brown clay.

Using the smallest ball tool, make the 
medium sized ridges on the clay.

For the finest of the ridges, use a needle 
tool. The ridges don?t have to be in a 
particular sequence. The more random they 
get, the closer the resemblance to a bark of 
a tree. 

Repeat the process of ridging on the other 
earring as well. 

Scrape a t iny amount of green soft pastel 
using a sharp knife. A very small amount 
would suffice as the colours spread very 
well.

n
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Shape the earrings on a cylindrical surface, 
to complete the ?tree trunk? effect and bake 
at 130 degrees Celsius for 30 minutes. 

Seal the surface pigments (soft pastels) 
using a sealant (water-  based Varathane 
used here) and allow to dry for 20-30 
minutes.

http:/ / artzire.blogspot.com
https:/ / www.facebook.com/ artzireusa/

Repeat the process with dark brown and 
black soft pastels too.

Start shading in the crevices with the 
brown and slowly build the tones by filling 
the darkest bits with progressively darker 
colours. Black will be the last colour to be 
filled in, so create an illusion of oldest 
layers of a tree-bark.

Use green ?dabs? to emulate moss on the 
bark. If the green dabs do not seem 
sufficiently ?mossy?, touch them up with 
sap-green paint. 
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Jennifer  Pat t erson

June Coe Har r is

Par is Epps

Jack ie Alm an Locant ore

Belinda Brought on

Gabr ielle Jackson

Jan Shelt on
Isa Olsen

A GALLERY OF INSPIRING PROJECTS FROM OUR SEPTEMBER CREATE ALONG 
POLYMER CLAY TRIBE FACEBOOK PAGE CHALLENGE 
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Par is Epps

Lor i Rules

Lesley Magar il Delia  

Joan Israel

Dolores Brbora

Roxanne Berube  

Michele Hinchey

Car la Bull

Nirupa Manuel  

Pat r icia Krauchune   
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Sheila Byrnes

Robie Moore

Colleen Whit e 

Maneesha Sanoj

Linda St i les Sm it h   

Noelle Lew is

Sharon Har t  Russo

Michele Far rar

Jan Edward Mont arsi
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Clar issa D'Souza

Mill ie Moll ie, Mandy 
Lat hwell

Vera Sulcova

Paola Gualandr is

Adesh Sr ivast ava

Est her  Schm idt

Nicolet t a Spear

Debbie Laboda Cam pos

Linda Prem

Joan Tullo Fox
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Ir yna Lim anska

Bet h Field

Susan Mor t on

Br it t any Jacques

Candy Dean

Pooja Jayant  Choudhary

Ana Mar ia Pozo Reyes

Cryst al Hopson

Denise Fit zsim m ons
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Alan Cordiner

Misha Fost er

Johanna Jim enez

Gusr iat i Gea

Gayla D. Met zendor f

Meghan Davis
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OUR "UNIVERSE" IS EXPANDING
INTRODUCING 

cel ebr at ing pol ymer  cl ay, mixed-media, and mor e! 

We asked, you answered, we listened!   STARTING IN JANUARY 2019, Polymer Clay 
Universe Magazine will become Passion for Polymer and will be available in both 
PRINT and digital editions!  Passion for Polymer will bring you a wide variety of 
creative polymer clay and mixed-media project tutorials for unique jewelry, 
miniatures, sculpture, caning, art dolls, steampunk, art canvases..... we've got a 
lot in store for you!. Not to mention interviews with amazing artists, informative 
articles on how to build your business and build a successful brand, a gallery of 
inspiration photos, and more! 

We would love for YOU to share YOUR Passion for Polymer  - find information on how  
to submit articles for consideration and deadlines for submissions visit  
https://www.passionforpolymer.com/contribute.  Artists are paid for published articles! 

Themes for upcoming issues include: 
November (Polymer Clay Universe Magazine) - Vintage Grunge

December (Polymer Clay Universe Magazine) - Rebirth/Lotus

January (Passion for Polymer Magazine) - Infinite Possibilit ies/Steampunk/Innovation

February (Passion for Polymer Magazine) - Mandala Madness

March (Passion for Polymer Magazine) - Don't Rain on my Parade/Clouds/Raindrops

April (Passion for Polymer Magazine) - Floral Frenzy/Flowers/Leaves

May (Passion for Polymer Magazine) - Magical May/Fairies/Fantasy

June (Passion for Polymer Magazine) - Wanderlust/Compass Rose/Travel/Maps  
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Contact
hi@createalong.com
www.polymerclayuniverse.com
@polymerclaytv

cel ebr at ing pol ymer  cl ay, mixed-media, and mor e! 

Lear n somet hing new 
t oday! 


